
HOW TO WRITE APPEAL LETTER TO MINISTRY OF MANPOWER SALARY

To, Date.. Work Pass Division, Ministry Of Manpower. 18 Havelock Road. Singapore Dear Sir / Madam.

It is possible to appeal the decision within 3 months from the date of rejection. No An employee was knocked
down by a vehicle while crossing a road outside his company premises during his lunch break. Dear Minister,
I am disappointed that you have decided to sue Dr Vincent Wijeysingha for exposing the limitations of your
Ministry and its inability to effectively tackle the problems that migrant workers face. The Employment Pass
Application may look as simple as logging onto EPOL to fill in the relevant information and upload relevant
documents. Our society would be much richer for it. Civil society is not demanding that you agree with us.
This gives the impression of a lack of personal improvement and contributions made. This programme could
have a significant impact on Employment Pass laws as a whole. Secure your Employment Pass with us.
Generally, Singapore demands skilled talent from abroad when no suitable job applicant can be found among
locals. On the former, it is obvious. We will not entertain enquiries or appeals from the candidate, or anyone
else. To read more on Employment Pass rejection and appeals, please click here. You typically have 7 days to
provide the documents and can request an extension for an additional 7 days. If the foreign talent is being
hired by a niche industry or by an established company with successful track-record of more than three years,
the EP approval rates are high. Any abuses of our work pass framework will also be investigated and errant
employers dealt with seriously. What pass should he apply? Despite countless dialogues, and thousands of
complaints lodged, there have been few substantial changes and many of the problems we have highlighted
remain. Be aware that it can take longer if you need to submit additional documents. In such situations,
foreign talent is needed. Only your employer or an immigration agency licensed by MOM , like One Visa, is
allowed to make the appeal The MOM may list most of the reasons for the rejection on EP Online and indicate
which additional documents it needs. Go to Labour Court for both salary and allowance claims C. The SAT
acts as a guide to which work visa is more suitable for you as it is frequently updated to reflect current criteria
of work passes. Domestic workers, confinement nannies, performers, semi-skilled workers in construction,
marine, process or services sector Progressive increase in levies with effect from 1 July and 1 July 
Additionally, if your company is new and lacks local employees or the information presented on your
company profile is misleading, the MOM may request additional documents detailing, for example, company
activities, or providing a further explanation why you are the best candidate for the job. Hence, companies that
have been operating for at least three years and their accounts reflect positive revenue; will have an advantage
over startups. Regrettably, you have chosen to hide behind a defamation suit instead of engaging him in a
debate. There are some key factors that often determine the outcome of an application. What documents are
required to apply for an Employment Pass? Our reliable guidance and high success rate comes with 20 years
of experience. An IPA letter is valid for six months from the date of notification of approval. Thus, candidates
without the qualifications as required by the recently-enhanced EP framework may not necessarily be rejected
if they have a proven track record and exceptional skills-set. We are experts when it comes to Singapore's
immigration laws and regulations. We understand that your company was looking for Chinese speaking
workers, which made the pool of possible potential candidates more limited. You can always log in to EP
Online to check your appeal status. Workers and even agents from origin countries have shown us these
remittance slips as evidence. Ensure that the documents you submit strengthen your case. It is best to
demonstrate a three-year financial projection and include details of proposed business activities in Singapore.


